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FOURMI is a patented product, a registered trademark and a registered design

FOURMI FOURMI ® ®

1 skrzynka z 12 talerzami umożliwia transport 5 elementów
2 skrzynki z 12 talerzami umożliwiają transport 11 elementów
3 skrzynki z 12 talerzami umożliwiają transport 17 elementów

FOURMI FOURMI ®®
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Sta�
With FOURMI you won’t need to disturb

existing sta� or require temporary sta�
anymore to unload, move and reload your
gondolas.

Time 
Thanks to FOURMI you will save considerable time 

by �tting FOURMI under each of your gondolas feet, and
you will be able to move your units in record time.

Energy
From now on you won’t need 10 people to
move one unit, just 3 people with minimum
e�ort, one to push and the other 2 guiding the
unit.

Easily move around your seasonal aisles
Using FOURMI you will be able to move loaded

gondolas with minimum e�ort i.e. promotional
campaigns and seasonal layouts.

Clean under gondolas
Finally a store easy to clean, with the help of

FOURMI you can manoeuvre loaded gondolas and
clean the vacant area.

Reorganize
FOURMI will enable you to reorganize your point of
sales layout and carry out marketing operations
such as Christmas, Easter etc., as well as aid
your instore promotions.

“ SAVE ON TIME,  EFFORT AND STAFFING LEVELS AND
IN TURN INCREASE PROFITABILITY” .  

Maintenance
Minimum maintenance is required for
FOURMI. It is recommended that the ball
bearings are wiped clean using a dry rag and
a few drops of light oil.

Packaging
FOURMI is delivered in a specially designed case for

manageability and ease of use, particularly its
simplicity after use.

ACCESSORIES

FOURMI’s Lever - The FOURMI’s lever enables,
with ease, the gondolas foot to be prized up to the

required height so that the FOURMI can be placed
under the foot.

FOURMI’s Holding Bar - It is recommended that 
for maximum safety when carrying out speci�c
manoeuvres (i.e. uneven �oor, wall gondolas) 
that the FOURMI’s holding bar is used so that
the back of the gondola stays �xed whilst
moving.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

1. Using the FOURMI lever, prize up the gondolas feet about three centimetres.

2. Slide one FOURMI under each of the unit’s feet on the gondola.

3. Once all the FOURMI are in position, the gondola can be manoeuvred into any
position as it has the capability to turn 360°.

4. When the gondola has been positioned, use the lever to raise each of the gondolas
feet in turn removing all the FOURMI. 
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